
Plants In Earth-like World

Status: Basic level in progress

Anything written in [blue, in square brackets] is a note from me about the work I’m
doing for you and where I’m heading with it.

Basic Plant Ecosystem

[Here is the basic outline of your plant ecosystem. I keep this development basic to start
with and add detail later on when I have a good overview of the ecosystem and have
started to mesh it together with your animals.]

Taxonomic Classes

Here we start with your taxonomic Classes: your equivalents of flowering plants,
mosses and liverworts, algae, horsetails, conifers, and ferns.

Bickote (“couple” in Basque)mosses and horsetails

Most bickotes are small plants, and the large ones tend to be simple in structure. They
are known for their tendency to symbiote with other organisms, often fungi, to help them
survive. As a result, they tend to assist with helping fungi to spread further, quicker,
which assists with breaking down dead matter.

This taxonomic Class reproduces sexually and produces seeds but no fruits. Bickotes
evolved so early in the world’s history that many species are ancient to the point of
being living fossils.

Pranyanapa (Sanskrit for “breathing” and “water”)- algae and liverworts



Pranyanapa oxygenate water, both fresh and salt, so act as the lungs of the world. They
often appear as slimes or very simple plants, and they reproduce asexually using spores
that are carried on the tides.

Frusica (Latin for “fruit” and Sanskrit for “brush”)flowering plants ad mosses

Brush-like in appearance, these are fruit-producing plants. However their fruits do not
produce seeds, but spores.They tend to soak up pollutants, which helps to clean up the
environment.

Lengorra (Latin for tough, and Basque for tough)

Tough plants that can survive in harsh environments - cold, windy, or sparse in water.
Most are nonetheless large. They produce spores which are carried in cones, which
protect the spores from the elements until they are ready to germinate.

Aquatillis (Latin for aquatic)

Water-bound complex plants that often grow large and produce spores. Can reproduce
either sexually or asexually depending on the species.

Tendana (Latin for holding, Sanskrit for habitat)

These plants produce seeds, but the seeds are rarely a good source of food as they are
small and primitive. These too are often living fossils. However, they play a vital role in
the ecosystem by providing sheltered habitat for animals, and their roots help prevent
soil erosion.

Taxonomic Orders



This is a list of your equivalents of the many taxonomic Orders - roses, squashes, water
lilies, etc.

Bickotes (moss and horsetails)

Sikhastara (Sanskrit for Spike “Sikha” and Carpet “Astara”)
Grow in carpets, floating on the surface of bodies of fresh water, where they grow tiny,
soft spikes. These drop spores which are carried away on the wind. As they create
symbiotic relationships with fungi their spores are often already in symbiosis, and their
ability to grow in over water and be carried by tides means that fungi can piggyback off
them and travel a long way along rivers.

Orbatra (Latin for disk “Orbis” and Sanskrit for umbrella “Atapatra”)
Leaves have a tendency to grow flat, like a multi-leafed disc. Plants generally prefer
marshy ground and wetlands, but have yet to completely adapt to this environment. The
leaf-discs tend to help prevent the roots from being completely washed away in heavy
rain. Sunflower, daisy, lettuce, wormwood, ecinacea, thistle

Serpatta(Latin for Creep “serpat”)
Creeping plants that grow in a simple, repeating structure of leaf and stem. Fungi that
create symbiotes with this plant grow fruiting bodies that emerge in a regular pattern
along with the plants. Gourds, squashes, pumpkins, melons, cucumber

Mamussi (Basque for Ghost “Mamua” and Sanskrit for Tube “Susi”)
Large plants that mostly rely on large fungi to grow as large as they do. They can appear
overnight and be rotting away or collapsing within 24 hours. Sometimes they leave the
plant’s shell behind, making glades of translucent green tubes. Birch, beech, walnut

Eskassa(Basque for Gaunt “Eskasa”)
Plants with simple leaves, usually forming spindly trees and shrubs. Custard apples,
magnolia, nutmeg, dandelion, dragon’s blood tree, oak
Lurrulis(Basque for Earth “lurra” and Latin for Edible “edulis”
A plant whose spores have a musky, distinctive taste. Sometimes collected to consume.
Black pepper
Cibuma (Latin for Food “cibus” and Sanskrit for Guess “anuma”)



Most plants in this Order are edible. Good food to be found in marshes, although it’s
worth knowing which ones are good eating, which are poisonous, and which are
psychoactive. Aubergine/eggplant, potato, tomato, belladonna, chilli pepper, tobacco,
sweet potato, morning glory

Pranyanapa

Spirra (Latin for Spire “spira”)
These plants get everywhere under water, to the point that they cover much of the beds
of most bodies of water, fresh and salt. One or two species grow huge spores which
disperse spores into the water to be carried on the tide. Seagrasses, titan arum

Staracun (Sanskrit for Star, Sanskrit for Aromatic), Lianas, star anise
These plants produce complex, geometrically shaped spore capsules which come loose
from the plant and have an enticing smell. Animals pick up the multi-part capsules,

Komaler (Sanskrit for Sweet) - Yams, source of steroids
Plants with large roots. Some grow free in water while others must be dug out from the
silt. Very rewarding to eat but may be hard to reach. Compounds can be made from
them that improve performance.

Amaramassa (Latin for bitter and clump) - Coffee
The spores of this plant grow in vast quantities and cling together in clumps. When
they’re big enough they detach. The idea is that bigger animals take an interest in them
and will carry the clumps further away from the parent plant. Spores have a stimulant
effect.

Sarparoa (Sanskrit - Crawl, Basque - Lush) - Willow, violet, poinsietta, coca, passionfruit
Most plants are creeping and do so underwater. Their leaves can be quite lush so they
can make an area look green and verdant, and a couple of species produce a compound
that has a stimulant effect.

Soltet (Basque for bulk; Latin for creep) Grasses, wheat, bullrush, bamboo, bromeliad
Plants that grow in bulk! Multiple species of these grow in carpets over the beds of
lakes, rivers, and the ocean, and they’re such good survivors that they can grow beyond
the banks or shore, often pulling water up by capillary action to aid the plant’s survival



and perhaps allow it to make it to the next body of water. Some grow tall as well as
far-and-wide.

Vinnivinum Grapes
An underwater vine.

Frusica (Latin for “fruit” and Sanskrit for “brush”)flowering plants ad mosses

Brush-like in appearance, these are fruit-producing plants. However their fruits do not
produce seeds, but spores.They tend to soak up pollutants, which helps to clean up the
environment.

Tool Kit
If you see this box, then hi, and don’t mind me! These are the tools I use to do your
ghostwriting so I copy-paste them to wherever I’m working at the time.

Language template: Word - (Basque), (Sanskrit), (Latin)

Translation pages:
https://sanskritdictionary.com/?iencoding=iast&q=bearer&lang=sans&action=Search
https://translate.google.co.uk/?sl=en&tl=eu&op=translate

Parsleys - carrot, celery, parsley, ivy

Brassicas - Cabbages, mustards, papaya, capers, nasturtiums, radish, beetroot

Honeysuckle, elder, valerian

Gunnera

Balsa, cacao, kola, baobab, cotton, rafflesia flower, passion flower

Buttercup, poppy, bleeding heart

Bird of paradise flower, bananas, ginger, cardamom, turmeric

Group 4

https://sanskritdictionary.com/?iencoding=iast&q=bearer&lang=sans&action=Search
https://translate.google.co.uk/?sl=en&tl=eu&op=translate


Holly

Common box

Tea, blueberry, brazil nut, azalea, kiwi fruit, rhodedendron, heather

Mints - Lavender, lilac, olive, jasmine, ash tree, teak, snapdragon, sesame, sage, mint,
basil, rosemary, blue jacaranda

Myrtles - Pomegranates, Fuschia, eucalyptus tree

Roses - Rose, strawberry, blackberry, raspberry, apple, pear, plum, peach, apricot,
almond, fig, nettle, hop, cannabis, ficus

Group 5

Palms - coconut, palms, acai

Cacti and carnivorous plants - Cacti, carnations, spinach, beets, Venus fly traps, rhubarb,
sundews, purslane

Rubber tree

Cinnamon, avocado

Water lilies - Water lilies, giant water lily

Citrus, maple, mango, cashew, frankinsense, myrrh, mahogany, horse chestnut
(conkers), poison ivy (not a true ivy), poison oak (not a true oak)

Group 6

Asparagales - Onion, garlic, leek, asparagus, saffron croci, aloe vera, iris, orchids,
daffodils, bluebell, spider plant

Coontails and hornworts

Beans - Legumes, kudzu, four-leaf clover, wisteria, acacia

Lily, tulip



Pitcher plant, wood sorrel

Peony



My Notes From Liaising With You

Origins of Magic Plants

Plants in the underworld were able to grow out of the underworld, so the gates being
closed had less of an effect on them.
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